
Arabian Insulation FZE 
Production and Manufacturing Uint 

 Arabian  Insulation   FZE   (AIFZE)    the industry leading product lines  of metallic   And   Thermal  
insulation  board   , Production list as below 

symbolized the highest quality standards in manufacturing and innovative design, with one of the most 
complete offerings available. 

 AIFZE products are known for their simple improvements, such as being the first  item offering to standardize 
combination slotted/phillips screws on all 

 is also recognized as a leader in design innovation, as in our new metal stud bracket. 

 AIFZE   to listen to  customer  and responds to their ever- changing needs. Contact a  AIFZE  distributor 
nearest you to select the right  AIFZE  product for your requirements. 

1-Insulation ( Rigid polystyrene board ) 

2-Cable Tray 

3-Gypsum profile/channel & angle 

4-Flush mounting steel back boxes 

5-Junction  Boxes , cover and Accessories-

6-Galvanized duct  ( AC – HVAC) 

7-Corrugated steel roofing &wall sheet 

8-PVC Coated & Bonded PVC Chain Link

9-GI clips for Water and conduit pip

10-Shelving ( racking storage system )   

11-Conex :  steel ,wooden , container  ( temporary cabin ) 

12-Water tank 

13 – Electric   Distribution box  , wall mount Enclosure, Control Box , Power cabinet 

1.Insulation polystyrene  board (XPS )CO2 .foam
A high performance rigid extruded polystyrene insulation, which is very lightweight and has a high compressive 
strength. The product is resistant to the passage of water and will not degrade. It has   a smooth skin on both 
faces and is rebated on all four sides. It is CFC and HCFC free .And  low VOC 

This product is for use with inverted (protected membrane) roof ,wall, floor  constructions and  can be used 
with a variety of  Exterior insulation fishing system   (EIFS ) &  waterproofing systems

 



2-Cable Tray Systems for Every Environment and Cable Type

Cable tray systems are the perfect solution for running large quantities of power or 
data cables overhead or under-floor. Also known as baskets, trunking, or cable 
ladders, these systems are designed to both route and provide support for vital 
wiring. Cable tray systems range from simple to highly customized, so it's a good 
idea to know what your application requires before you start shopping. Here's a quick
rundown of a few basic tray styles and what they work 

Electrical & Mechanical Cable Management  ,  Tray , cover , Accessories 

   Material types   AND finishing Pre-galvanized steel (to BSEN10142 &BSEN 10143 )  Hot dip 
galvanized steel (to BS EN ISO 1461 )   

    

3-Metal gypsum profile : 

Drywall Partitioning system is an effective method to divide open areas into smaller rooms by the use of a track and stud 
system. Plaster is skimmed over the joints to ensure a flat continuous look. Aluminum doors and windows are easily installed.

Drywall Partitioning is quick to install and most typically used in Office, Industrial and Commercial buildings.
The lightweight construction, speed of erection, low cost, fire resistance and sound ratings have won this system wide acceptance throughout 
the building industry.

We are providing metal C studs and U tracks, made of galvanized steel coils, of various sizes and specifications to suit different markets' 
requirements.&Suspending ceiling  system for drywall 
     4Flush mounting steel back boxes 

         Switch and socket flush mounting back boxes Conform to BS 4662 Material : galvanized steel Top, side and back 

         knockout entries according to type of box ,  Switch boxes are  ,widely used  in installation of wiring  and accessories  in residential 

        commercial and industrial buildings. 

        Only suitable for use with  metal clad, traditional and  surfaces  system metal plates Conform to BS 5733 where applicable   
        Material finishing  : grey epoxy coated steel  and  Powder coated     …...............................                                                                        



     

5.Junction  Boxes , cover and Accessories 
AIFZE  the industry leading product line of metallic switch and outlet boxes used in electrical construction. Since 1995,

the highest quality standards in manufacturing and innovative design, with one of the most complete offerings available. 

AIFZE products are known for their simple improvements, such as being the first box offering to standardize combination 
slotted/phillips screws on all 

6. Galvanized duct  ( AC - HVAC)

Galvanized sheet metal ducts from the duct shop's HVAC ductwork is manufactured from  high quality galvanized steel 3 foot  
length for easy handling .one end of each Piece  is Crimped for easy fitting of consecutive joint of sheet metal fitting and flexible 
ductboxes. AIFZE  is also recognized as a leader in design innovation, as in our new metal stud bracket. 

AIFZE continues to listen to contractors and responds to their ever- changing needs. Contact a AIFZE distributor 
nearest you to select the right  AIFZE product .

      7 .hoarding/corrugated  fencing sheet      

        AIFZE   temporary  security hoarding fencing :Steel fabricates fencing and aluminum fencing panels in    
.       various metal finishes and materials . Steel fence panels in GI , HDG , Powder coated form 

     

   8.PVC Coated & Bonded PVC Chain Link
    PVC (“poly vinyl coated”) Coated chain link is available in black, green and brown. This is an extruded type of wire where the coating is
    thicker with a smaller core wire meeting ASTM F668 2A specifications.



9.Pipe clamps:

We are offering our client an excellent quality range of Pipe Clamps. These are manufactured from 
qualitative range of raw materials. These Pipe Clamps are offered in variety of designs, shapes and 

10.Shelving ( racking storage system )  

pallets became the standard for storing goods, pallet racking is an essential part in warehouse storage systems
in many industries.

11.Conex   container : Available in 20 ' and 40  & different  size materials  ' , custom window and
door option , plumbing and electrical   hookups  available , convertible units for large spaces
,Suggested uses : filed offices  and laboratories , communication center ,security posts , 
sleeping quarters , kitchen and dining facilities .   So available for wood and different   size .

12.Water tank: is a container for storing liquid. The need for a water tank is as old as civilization, to 
provide storage of water for use in many applications, drinking water, irrigation agriculture, fire 
suppression, agricultural farming, both for plants and livestock, chemical manufacturing, food preparation
 



13,Electric  Distribution box  wall mount Enclosure, Control Box , Power cabinet

Equipped electrical enclosure wall-mounted/ plastic /power distribution  AIFZE  Installed on an

energy storage unit from photovoltaic panels, this control box ... Load bench 

Reconfigurable cabinet that can be used for different voltages…A comprehensive

range of steel industrial boxes with different dimensions in plain.. Thermal 

Control. ...Floor-standing and wall-mounted enclosures for 19” rack-BA. ... of

distribution blocks to easily distribute electrical power within your panel,

Contact US :

Arabian insulation FZE Jotun Afghanistan Ltd &AHC
P.O.BOX: 184020, Dubai UAE – Jebel ali free zone P.O. Box : 5718 Kabul  Afghanistan
Tel :+971 4 4312 080 Tel.: +93  20 2511111
Fax :+971 4 4312 022 Fax: +  93 75 200   3704
whatsapp+971 55 278 1803 / 0502751317 Mobile : + 93 78758 55 44

E-mail : info@ahcgrp.com.af
Website : www.ahcgrp.com.af http:// www.ahcgrp.com.af
Sobha Ivory 1, Unit 703 , Business Bay

E -mail : info@ahcgrp.com.af


